Solar projects at their best!
Together for a better life

Goldbeck Solar is an international company specialized in the turn key construction of photovoltaic plants at commercial, industrial and large-scale level. We develop and integrate world class technologies providing professional, affordable and profitable services by applying our experience of 20 years across the entire value chain. Our goal is maximizing your economic gain and facilitating solar installations by reducing complexity and risks for your solar projects. Our customers and partners count on our extensive international experience and a solid local network.

The photovoltaic industry depicts a business with a deep meaning which goes beyond the economic profit but also achieves ecological, humanitarian, democratic and migratory benefits for all participants. The use of the most powerful and reliable natural resource – the sun – allows us to generate clean power for an independent, sustainable and bright life.

Joachim Goldbeck
President of Goldbeck Solar GmbH

Customer benefits

- We offer you a tangible investment with clear predictable returns in a strategic area
- You obtain a reliable system in top quality at a competitive price
- We offer you a professional consulting until you are sure about your decision
- Through our 20 years’ experience and know-how we get your project funded
- We help you find the best financing option

- We offer you award-winning engineering
- We are flexible and adaptable to your individual requirements
- We are absolutely qualified for Solar
- We compare virtually a thousand layouts to find the technically and economically best solution for you
- We are a solid family business with strong values and sound financial strength

Our greatest strengths are the precision and excellence in the execution and speed of installation.

Goldbeck Solar Benefits

Product Range and Services

EPC and O&M for

PV Solar Roofs
Commercial & Industrial
Flat Roofs & Sheds
Retrofits

PV Solar Parks
Commercial and Large Scale
Landfills and Mines

Grid Connection
Transformer & Substations
Transmission Lines
Medium & High - Voltage
Goldbeck Solar offers you competence and experience through all phases of your Project:

It does not matter whether you are active in the energy sector or not. Now is the time to make a step towards economic and technical independence and sustainability and thus fit for the future. Goldbeck Solar shows you how. We are experts for the solar technology with 20 years of successful experience.

**Project Development**

From the first idea we are your partner. Before your solar project can start, we will check the feasibility of your plan and clarify or adapt together with you the conditions to make your plan viable. We support you by selecting the right land or roof and assisting throughout the acquisition or renting process. Do it right the first time. We provide you with an in-depth analysis and optimization of plant parameters and first technical layouts to initiate the permitting procedure with the best layout. Specialized technical support to speed up the approval process brings the crucial advantage.

**Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC)**

Together with you, Goldbeck Solar develops a clear vision for your solar project. We stand always at your side from the planning, the procurement of the necessary materials and services to the realization and subsequent maintenance of your solar system. The coordination of all steps comes from a single source avoiding any interruptions. This is how we guarantee efficiency and quality. We call our all-round carefree package EPC Plus, because it goes far beyond the pure EPC.

**Operations and Maintenance (O&M)**

Our O&M concept ensures that you are permanently satisfied with your investment in clean and future-oriented energy. Our service staff takes care of over 350 plants every day and over 500 MW of installed power. Whether open spaces or roof surfaces, central or string inverters, thin-film or crystalline module technology - The team of plant facility support is your qualified partner for your PV solar system through permanent training and years of experience.

**How to finance?**

**01. Your own investment for your energy**

If you would like to obtain all benefits from your project and hold the reins on your hand all times, then you can invest and harvest. Bring your own equity or a solar loan to develop your roof, carport or lot of land to a solar power plant. You decide if you use the energy for self-consumption maybe augmented by a battery or feed it into the net.

**02. Our investment your energy with a PPA (Off taker)**

You don’t want to build and invest directly, but still wish to take advantage of green and inexpensive electricity? Then just receive and enjoy the clean electricity – we will take care of the rest. We offer our customers an attractive partnership. The Power Purchase Agreement, in short, PPA, is our service contract for your solar power and probably the most interesting option for most companies.

**03. Our joint investment – our joint energy as our partner**

Goldbeck Solar launches its solar strategy as IPP (Independent Power Producer) with the development of its own projects, selected on strict quality criteria. Together with our partners, we develop reliable projects in selected countries and can offer you different investment opportunities. Please contact us to check our new options. We can also help you to take your place in the energy market as IPP yourself. Solar Energy is a profitable and safe investment.
Solar Plants:
Roofs & Parks

Solar Parks
Photovoltaic systems from 750 kWp to utility scale projects with more than 100 MWp, we are your contact for professional implementation and support.

Solar Roofs
Based on our wide experience in industrial construction, we know all aspects that need to be considered for a solar roof. Goldbeck Solar is your specialist for flat roofs.

REFERENCES

Solar Roofs
Holy fashion Group, Germany
Power: 984 kWp
Start of operation: 08/2008

Landfill Hohwacht, Germany
Power: 9,783 kWp
Start of operation: 08/2016

Gonvarri
Power: 563 kWp
Start of operation: 10/2006

Solar Parks
Adiant, Bournemouth (UK)
Power: 37,270 kWp
Start of operation: 09/2014

Lackford Low Carbon (UK)
Power: 20,930 kWp
Start of operation: 3/2015

Best utility scale PV Power Plant of the year

Landfill Hellsiek, Germany
Power: 9,783 kWp
Start of operation: 08/2016

Lackford Low Carbon (UK)
Power: 20,930 kWp
Start of operation: 3/2015

Best utility scale PV Power Plant of the year

Sandridge, Melksham UK
Power: 49,612 kWp
Start of operation: 03/2016

Gonvarri
Power: 563 kWp
Start of operation: 10/2006

TKS Thailand
Power: 194 kWp
Start of operation: 08/2017
Contacts

Germany and Europe
Goldbeck Solar GmbH
Goldbeckstrasse 7
69433 Hirschberg a d. Bergstrasse
Germany
Tel. + 49 6201 8777 5678
Fax + 49 6201 8777 5509
info@goldbecksolar.com

Mexico
Goldbeck Solar México S.A. de C.V.
Av. Santa Fe No 170 Piso 6-1-04
Col. Lomas de Santa Fe
01219 Ciudad de México
Tel + 52 55 9172 8690
info-mexico@goldbecksolar.com

Chile
Solarnet Chile Spa
Avenida Santa Maria de Chamisero 14700 – 36
CP 9340000 Santiago de Chile
Tel + 56 9  7785 2568
claudio.alemany@solarnet.energy

Thailand
Solarnet Thailand Ltd.
33/4, the Ninth Tower Grand Rama.
35th floor. Rama 9 Road.
Huaqkwang. Bangkok 10120. Thailand
Tel +66 90 980 5757
sukanjanasir@solanet.energy

www.goldbecksolar.com